Accessories
Here are more useful items of equipment to make handling the
boats ashore easier for sailors and their helpers.
Shore Shuttle
Suitable for the Access 2.3 and 303, these dollies are easy to use as
they are carpet covered fibreglass and the boats are easily slid on and
off by one person. They also have a narrow wheel-base so can handle
a range of walkways, doors and ramps. Boats can be launched down
a ramp with the centerboard in its case but resting on the fiberglass
deck. The Shore Shuttle is so effective that just one may be sufficient
for a fleet of up to ten boats.
Keel Caddie
The Keel Caddie is designed to safely and easily transport Access
centreboards from storage to waterside. When used in conjunction
with a C-Crane, any problems associated with transferring and
handling ballast centreboards on shore are removed. Essential for
those handling a number of centreboards over any distance,
particularly the Liberty boards which weigh 70 Kg. The Keel Caddie
will carry up to five 2.3 or 303 centreboards at one time.
Keel Lifters
There are three types of Keel Lifters, one used by volunteers to assist
them raise and lower the centreboard while standing alongside, and a
2.3 and 303 telescopic lifters operated by the sailor while under way.
• Volunteer Keel Lifter - 3 part purchase, one piece, hooks onto the
centerboard handle
• 2.3 Keel Lifter - 2 piece telescoping tube operated by the sailor, its 4
part purchase shackles onto the centreboard and cleats on the
console side
• 303 Keel Lifter - 2 piece telescoping tube, operated by the sailor, its
6 part purchase shackles onto the centreboard and cleats on the
console side
Boat Covers & Sail Covers
If your fleet is stored outside in the weather, they can be safely
protected from the elements with boat and sail covers. They are easy
to fit and remove, and become a cost effective item, as they reduce
maintenance and ensure that your boat or fleet remains in top condition. Covers are available for all Access sailcraft.
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